Semiconductor lasers with optical feedback have been a subject of extensive research for the past two decades because a variety of chaotic phenomena can be observed in these nonlinear laser systems. 1, 2 Recently, chaos control and synchronization in these systems have generated much interest from an applications point of view. Synchronization between coupled chaotic systems has already been observed in various chaotic systems including laser systems. In optics, experimental synchronization of chaotic systems was successfully demonstrated in solid-state lasers 3 and CO 2 lasers. 4 Based on synchronization in chaotic laser systems, optically secure communication systems have been proposed. 5, 6 Although there are many numerical simulations for synchronization of chaotic oscillations between two semiconductor laser systems, 7, 8 few experimental studies of these systems have been done. Recently, synchronization of chaotic external-cavity semiconductor lasers was demonstrated 9 ; however, the authors of Ref. 9 did not clearly state what kind of chaos they used.
Low-frequency f luctuations (LFF's) have also received much attention as one of the chaotic dynamics in semiconductor lasers with optical feedback. 10 -12 LFF's are phenomena of sudden power drops of the laser output power whose frequency is typically from submegahertz to the order of tens of megahertz, depending on the system parameters, so it is easier to observe and analyze them experimentally. With an increase of the feedback ref lectivity, many external modes and antimodes are excited, depending on the parameter conditions. There are several theories for the origin of LFF's. Sudden antimode trapping and mode slipping along successive external modes are one possible reason for the occurrence of LFF's. This process is explained by saddle node instability in the system. The well-known effects of mode slipping are pulsations and low-frequency f luctuations of the laser output power, and the effects are related to coherence collapse of the laser oscillation. Recently, LFF synchronization between two semiconductor lasers was discussed based on numerical simulations. 13 In this Letter we report experimental synchronization of chaotic oscillations in external-cavity semiconductor lasers under a LFF regime. In general, three types of synchronization can be considered in semiconductor laser systems with optical feedback. 13 The first one is a simple optical injection system. A master laser consists of internal and external cavities; it can exhibit chaotic behavior in its output power. The laser output power is injected into a slave laser without optical feedback. The second type is two similar chaotic laser systems with optical feedback; here the optical signal from a master laser is unidirectionally injected. The third one is also two similar chaotic laser systems but with interactive injection directions. For all types of system, synchronization of chaotic oscillations can be expected under appropriate parameter conditions. In our experiment, a chaotic signal induced by a master semiconductor laser with optical external feedback is injected into a slave semiconductor laser without feedback, and synchronization between the two lasers is observed in the LFF regime, which is categorized to the first type of the synchronization. We investigated two laser output powers and recovery processes of LFF's in the waveforms and conf irm that the two lasers are almost synchronized in the LFF regime. States of coherence for both lasers in LFF regimes are completely destroyed, as is manifested by narrow-range optical spectra from a FabryPerot spectrum analyzer. The rf spectra from the detected laser output powers and optical spectra of the order of terahertz also support the result of the synchronization.
The semiconductor lasers used in the experiment were intrinsically single-mode AlGaInP multiplequantum-well diode lasers (Mitsubishi ML1412R) that oscillated at a wavelength of 690 nm and a maximum power of 30 mW. The threshold currents of the master and the slave lasers were 30.4 and 28.0 mA, respectively. The temperatures of the master and the slave lasers were stabilized at 26.0 and 25.0 ± C, respectively, by automatic temperature control circuits. At and near those temperatures, no internal mode hopping was observed to originate from temperature f luctuations. The two lasers used had similar oscillation frequencies and slope efficiencies. The relaxation oscillation frequencies of the two lasers were ϳ1 GHz, and the measured slope efficiencies of the master and the slave lasers were 0.70 and 0.69 W͞A, respectively. The light emitted from a master laser was optically fed back from an external mirror. Because the frequency of the LFF's depends on the external cavity length, we chose it as L ext 1.58 m (the corresponding external delay is 10.6 ns) for ease of observation of the phenomena. At a certain bias injection current and a moderate optical feedback of the intensity near 4.4%, the laser output power showed LFF's, and it was injected into a slave laser through an isolator with an isolation ratio of 40 dB. The feedback level was calculated in the external optical system, and the real feedback fraction to the internal laser cavity had a different value because of the diffraction effect of a collimating lens and other losses of light. The actual amount of feedback to the laser cavity was roughly estimated to be one tenth of the calculated feedback ref lectivity. In fact, we finely tuned the feedback level to observe the best synchronization. The output intensities from both the master and the slave lasers were detected by high-speed photodetectors (bandwidth of 6.0 GHz), and the waveforms were analyzed by a rf spectrum analyzer (bandwidth of 6.5 GHz) and a fast digital oscilloscope (bandwidth of 1.5 GHz). Optical spectra were also examined with an optical spectrum analyzer and a Fabry-Perot resonator (free spectral range of 10 GHz). By changing the external ref lectivity level and tuning the bias injection currents for both of the lasers, we tried to search the parameter regions for the best synchronization of the laser output powers, and synchronized oscillations were observed and analyzed. Figure 1 shows examples of the output powers from master and slave lasers. The bias injection currents of the master and the slave lasers were 31.4 and 30.5 mA, respectively. The output powers of the master and the slave lasers are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) , and they are synchronized with each other. The average frequency of the LFF's was ϳ0.31 MHz. The fast oscillations in the waveforms are the relaxation oscillations of the lasers. The injection from the master laser to the slave was ϳ7.1% of the slave's output power. The semiconductor lasers used have rather low relaxation oscillation frequencies with large amplitudes as their fundamental characteristics. From enlarged waveforms of one-shot LFF's for both the master and the slave lasers in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), identical detailed structures such as sudden drop and stepwise recovery of the laser output were observed, thus leading to the conclusion that the two lasers are synchronized. The period of each step in the LFF recovery processes is roughly calculated as 10 ns, which corresponds to the round-trip time of the external cavity. The rf spectra for the waveforms in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) were examined, and the spectra for the master and the slave laser were almost identical. The fundamental frequency in the spectra was 95.6 MHz. The corresponding time was 10.5 ns and coincided with the expected roundtrip time in the external cavity. We also experimented with synchronization of the laser output powers for some other injection currents and observed synchronization at those currents even at higher bias currents. Figure 2 is a correlation plot between the outputs of the master and the slave lasers in Fig. 1 . Although there are noise f luctuations in the plot, a linear relation between the two laser outputs is well established. Because the two lasers have a slight parameter mismatch, errors at the lower output power are enhanced. Under the synchronized oscillations, optical spectra for both laser output powers were examined with the optical spectrum analyzer. The lasers oscillated as multimodes with a few oscillation lines and the two spectra were identical, so the slave laser was injection locked by the master laser. Optical spectra with narrow bandwidths were also observed with the Fabry-Perot resonator, and no distinct spectral peaks were visible in the spectra. In this state, the coherence of the lasers was completely destroyed, which corresponds to the coherence collapse states that are typically observed in LFF's. Thus we have concluded that the two lasers were synchronized in the LFF regime.
We have experimentally demonstrated synchronization of chaotic oscillations in semiconductor lasers in the LFF regime. The system that we used was a simple injection-locking system. We investigated only a few examples of synchronization of chaotic oscillations in the systems. The allowable range of the parameter mismatch for successful synchronization between two laser outputs is an important issue, and an experimental survey of the conditions of synchronization is still under way. As we mentioned above, the first experiment on synchronization of chaotic oscillations in semiconductor laser systems was reported in a system of the second type (two similar chaotic systems) by Sivaprakasam and Shore. 9 According to their explanation the observed time series were filtered chaotic waveforms within a 200-MHz bandwidth that extended continuously from submegahertz to gigahertz. From a consideration of the time scale of the observed waveforms and spikelike oscillations, their results should be interpreted by the LFF dynamics, although they did not mention that the synchronization in their laser systems was in a LFF regime.
